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A Panel Discussion on Collaboration:
Increasing the Likelihood of Success



Panel Goals for
Cross Organizational Collaboration

•Share thoughts on the importance of collaboration
•Provide examples of successful collaboration efforts
•Discuss challenges in collaboration between industry,
government and academia

•Exchange best practices for fostering collaboration



Why Cross Organizational
Collaboration?



Distinguishing collaboration
from other types of teamwork



Problem: No monitoring of oven temperatures because of
high data volume (more than 1,000 runs with 4 profiles
and 150+ measurements for each profile)

Goal: Determine best analysis and control charting
approach that could be implemented

Outcome: JQT Paper with raw data provided as
supplemental materials, JMP script

Challenges: Low interest from academia,
confidentiality of data and full business results,
no recognition or reward for problem statement

Keys to success: Persistence, data transformations,
suppression of details, case study focus, use subject
matter expert, communication technology (web
sharing, virtual collaboration)

A Collaboration between            and



Problem: Develop and integrate an experimental
design strategy involving multi-dimensional calibration,
destructive testing, split-plot structure, near replicates

Goal: Provide measurements of rocket generated roll
torque with defendable uncertainty

Outcome: Successfully measured quantity of interest,
training short-courses (academia to industry), multi-
dimensional calibration uncertainty interval JQT paper,
strategy for near replicates FTC presentation

Challenges: Introducing/persuading industry partner
to DOE/RSM, facility and test conditions straining
available statistical methods, yet needing an
immediate solution

Keys to success: Communication and translation of
statistical ideas into users language, developing
immediate solutions that defined and spurred more
rigorous statistical research

A Collaboration
Government, Industry, Academia



A Collaboration between
DuPont and VT
Goal: Develop new analysis and design
methods for testing material reliability

Outcome: A Young Professor Grant,
student sponsorship, two papers, and book
chapters, 2016 SPES Award

Challenges: Legal agreement delays,
inability to reference actual application, at
the whim of business priorities,
“publishability” of future test results based
on successful outcome, data transfer

Keys to success: Patience, perseverance,
compromise, knowledge of legal process,
relationship of statistics to legal process

Problem:

2 Models, No Propagation of Error

Inflexible Functional Form

No Estimation of Uncertainty

Solution:

One Model

Flexible Form

Estimation of Uncertainty



Fostering Collaboration with a
new QE Column



Questions for the Panel?



Questions for Our Audience
•Have you participated in a cross-organizational collaboration?  Would
you share your experience?  What made it successful?

•If you haven’t, what has discouraged you?

•What ideas do you have to foster cross-organizational collaboration?

Questions for panel

•What kinds of problems make for good collaboration problems?


